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Further from here 

the plaster and glass faces 

are reduced to a number of indecisive measure 

as in a quantum geometry  

    of shrouded molecular surfaces 

where there is no perspective 

    envisioned by a skull of clouds filling with rain 

when there is no astral-tongued stone beatitude 

    falling from an ill-fated pre-Cambrian sky 

where there is no petrified shattered jaw-bone shards 

    contorting the irreconcilable silent diaspora of light 

where there is no immolated axial moonlight  

    reflected in the steel tower’s glassy herringbone spine 

yet to be here 

is to be within 

a transparent modality 

of time passing 

as dust falls through the clotted aperture’s 

     grizzled sinewy cavity 
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or in the brief tinder spark’s curtailed incendiary duration 

or in the white cormorant’s unflinching obsidian eye 

or in the besieged meadow’s penurious orchid chaff 

or in the smoldering onyx archway of singed contrition 
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Clouds evacuate the faces 

    in a garden 

    where mirrors grow 

    the mutated isotopes 

    of an individuated autonomy 

where the black arachnid sun 

    swims in a plutonium sea’s reticular furrow 

where the slowly dissolving glassine crows 

    fall from a night sky’s stony crevasse  

where the orphic vigils 

    inside metallic cathedrals 

    answer the imploring pilgrims 

    wandering beneath a blinded wind’s geomantic dross 
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yet before this 

the willow’s shadow 

became a gilded ocean’s isolative edge 

and there were strangers 

    remolding the formica busts 

    of a collective humanity’s cellular breadth 

and there were heirs 

    to an eyeless unmaimed king 

    probing the desiccated kelp bed 

    to unearth a celestial treasure 

    kept distant by a marauding alien hoard 

and here to follow  

    this contouring sorrow’s disembodied tear  

    to its pendulous fruition 

    to its scything cyclical nature 

    as decay fills the granite capillaries 

    with a profane bardic sonnet’s glottis-speak 

and the remedial fleas of an antediluvian intelligence 

    channel their eternal will 

    into the cadmium atom’s Paleozoic core 

and where the asphalt limbs of annihilated cities 
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    preen the likeliness of an untold eternity 

    reflected in a nascent-eyed meadow’s dawn 
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Speak no more of loss 

no more 

this bleeding cusp of splintered sun 

no more 

this hermetic adagio’s triadic chord 

no more 

this graveled vision’s remedial impression 

no more 

this lilting pastiche of hegemonic prevarication 

no more 

this sinuous asp devouring the oxen’s entrails 

no more 

this rapturous tongue of sorrow’s dance 

no more 

this destitute pilgrim 
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    prostrated before the altar of greed 

no more 

these burning towers 

    collapsing into desiccated river waste 

no more 

these enervated limbs 

    embracing the impassioned heart’s smoldering pyre 
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The flower is itself 

a meaning to deny 

at the intersection 

of dimensional surfaces 

or the unrequited boundary 

of neutrality’s sleep 

where the residual flame 

dies 

within the mind’s colluded eye 

where the senses distinguish 
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vacillations of time 

    as an illusion entering 

        the chartreuse cathedral’s 

            symmetrical doorway 

or of the liquid viol’s 

    splintering echo 

        vanishing through 

            the boron atom’s reticular skein 

and to ask 

what is this moment 

but an indistinguishable otherness 

    present in the tumescent faces 

        of drowned autonomy 

and what of the voided presence 

    emanating from the quantum star’s 

        dead horizon’s rim 

what of the mythic unknowable 

    embryonic heart 

        clinging to the dust of providential fragility 

what of the still dissolving facets 

    which undergird 
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       an entropic geometry’s fetid brackish drift 

or the rusted fragments 

    of silken veiled machinery 

        possessing the hunted fleshly interior beast 
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Similarly the light fades 

as in the shadow 

of a madman’s face 

on the boulevard 

of asphalt trees 

and crepe paper framed doorways 

and how in a day 

without rain 

the plastic statuary 

is melting 

beneath a winter sun 

and the pallid moon 

in an oracle’s dream 
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appears to bury itself 

in the blood of 

the perennial transgressor’s veins 

it is as if an enervated landscape 

dons the semblance of stone 

in a purgatory of dust 

and the glazed words 

of the sainted vagrant 

form the strata  

of a silken unraveled absurdity’s dross 
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And there exists 

the unfathomable aspects 

    hidden deep within 

        the crow’s impermeable eye 

and there exists 

a salient amber glow 

    bleeding from 
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       the stony precipice of dawn 

and there exists 

    the pain on embryonic faces 

        torn from the fleshly celestial womb 

and there exists 

the apocalyptic zealots 

    draining the marrow 

        from the novitiate’s hollow bones 

and there exists 

    the deeply rooted blessed thistle hedge 

        growing beneath the pauper’s shallow grave 

and here  

    it is not a question 

        to balance 

            the ponderous weight 

                wherein grief sews its fate 

                    in the castrated fields of humanity’s loss 

and here 

     it is not to question 

         the vague sallow winter hue 

             dissolving the rust encrusted maternal veins 
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and here 

    it is not the earth which answers 

       the hungered wolf 

            waiting at the boundary 

                of a blackened vernal wood 

and here 

     it is not a question 

        which waits unanswered 

            in the drifted sands of eons lost 

or in the mute placation 

    to nameless gods 

        kept in the castellated citadel 

            of immutable faith 
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